
JLIFE OFFERS:
• HIGH NET WORTH AUDIENCE AND LOYAL READERSHIP

• FULL COLOUR A4 GLOSSY LIFESTYLE,  COMMUNITY AND 
NEWS MIX

• 16,500 COPIES IN MANCHESTER

• 8 WEEKS COVERAGE

• DISTRIBUTED VIA HOME DELIVERY/ SCHOOLS/
COMMUNAL PICK UP POINTS

• FANTASTIC VALUE WITH OUR 8 WEEK CYCLE, THE 
MAGAZINE IS KEPT AROUND

• GREAT QUALITY PRODUCT REFLECTING THE QUALITY OF 
OUR SPONSORS

• A WIDER DISTRIBUTION NETWORK (TO INCLUDE OTHER 
COMMUNITIES TOO)

• EDITORIAL AND ONLINE SUPPORT AS STANDARD WITH 
SERIES BOOKINGS

• A LIFESTYLE FORMAT IN KEEPING WITH EXCLUSIVE HIGH 
END RETAIL, LEISURE AND SERVICES

CELEBRATING OUR 13TH ANNIVERSARY IN 2019

Welcome to JLife Manchester, our glossy bi-monthly lifestyle publication 
specifically for Manchester’s Jewish community, and here’s your chance 
to advertise directly to this affluent market in a quality format in a media 
with real credibility. The 16,500 run magazine is distributed free directly 
to households in key areas across the city such as Whitefield, Prestwich, 
Hale and Bowden.. It is also available at pick up points including the major 
supermarkets and community delis and centres, and distributed via key 
schools and synagogues. 
 The publication is packed with interesting features and information from 
the community, there’s something for everyone! Reach your target market by 
advertising in JLife Manchester, classified adverts start at just £32 per month! 
(6 issue package). 

More information at www.jlifemagazine.co.uk. 
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FEATURES INCLUDE:
COMMUNITY ROUND UP & PHOTOS

HOME & GARDEN • MOTORS 
FOOD & DRINK • REVIEWS • TRAVEL
KIDS STUFF • BUSINESS • FINANCE

 HEALTH & BEAUTY • FASHION 
CINEMA LISTINGS • PROPERTY • EVENTS 

LEISURE & ENTERTAINMENT

& MORE!

MEDIA INFO
A GUIDE TO ADVERTISING IN JLIFE MANCHESTER
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WIN

Summer Spree  Manchester’s International Festival
Better Wellness

A Spa Day for Two at The Midland Hotel
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Bar & Bat Mitzvah Guide

Delivered FREE to homes & available at pickup points in Manchester JULY / AUGUST 2019

Business | Arts & Culture | Advice | Travel | Home & Garden | FashionHealth & Wellness | Interviews | Community News, Events and more...
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Irwell Sculpture Trail

If you don’t fancy dragging 

the family to an art gallery for 

a bit of culture, why not try 

out the Irwell Sculpture Trail 

instead? Extending over 33 

miles through Salford, Bury 

and Rossendale, the trail is 

the largest sculpture route 

in the UK, featuring over 70 

artworks by locally, nationally 

and internationally renowned 

artists, and makes a great 

free day out for all the family, connecting local heritage, the landscape and 

communities. The trail also links a host of cultural attractions from art galleries 

and museums to the East Lancashire Railway.  

Whether you are on a bike or simply walking the dog, the trail provides a 

fascinating backdrop to the local landscape. You don’t have to do all 33 miles of 

the trail in one go, the trail can be split into bite-size clusters allowing you to take 

a short walk or spend all day exploring the area. Best thing is – it’s free! 

HALF TERM HIGHLIGHTS

ODDFELLOWS ON THE PARK HOTEL, 

SITUATED IN BRUNTWOOD PARK. 

GALLOWAY PONY BY STEPHEN 

CHARNOCK AT CLIFTON COUNTRY PARK.

PHOTO: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

JLife picks some of the best places to trek and trail (weather allowing) in 

and around Manchester this upcoming half term (24th May – 3rd June).  

Prestwich Forest Park

Prestwich Forest Park offers 200 

hectares of woodland and open space. 

Consisting of Philips Park, Drinkwater 

Park, Waterdale and Prestwich Clough 

there are plenty of places to explore 

and lots of nature and wildlife to 

discover. There are regular activities 

and events, a children’s play area and 

for cyclists the Philips Park Mountain 

Bike Trail.
Philips Park Local Nature Reserve is home to a mosaic of wildlife, rich woodland, 

and grassland habitats on the boundary of Whitefield and Prestwich and is locally 

renowned for its woodland since at least the Victorian period. Meanwhile, Waterdale and 

Drinkwater Park contains a now unused but monolithic 13-arch railway viaduct that is 

a reminder of the area’s former life as a thriving industrial hub. It is also one of the best 

places for the whole family to spot kingfishers, while kestrels, sparrow hawks, buzzards 

and even peregrine falcons can be seen along the viaduct.

Let’s Go Outside 

Bruntwood Park

Bruntwood Park in Cheadle is a large park 

consisting of ornamental gardens, ponds, waterways, 

wetland, mature woodland and hay meadows.

There are a variety of facilities available in this 

free admission park. An eighteen-hole pitch and 

putt course, a BMX cycle track, football pitches and 

archery ranges make the most of the landscape, 

while a fully accessible child’s playground takes 

centre stage. There’s a refreshment kiosk and the 

original Victorian conservatory has been converted 

into The Vinery Restaurant, catering for visitors 

wishing to relax in pleasant surroundings.

Peel Tower 
Another historic 

point of interest 

is Peel Tower 

at the top of 

Holcombe 

Hill near 

Ramsbottom. 

Standing at 

128 feet and 

erected in 1852 

in memory of 

Bury-born Sir 

Robert Peel, 

who founded 

the modern 

police service 

and served two terms as prime minister, 

it is an architectural gem for Bury and 

offers stunning views over Manchester and 

North Wales when you climb its 148 steps. 

Though only open at select times of the year 

(indicated by a white flag flying from the top 

of the tower), the steady walk to the base of 

the tower on Holcombe Hill is still worth 

your while. You can begin the walk in either 

Ramsbottom or in Holcombe Village, where 

the local Shoulder of Mutton pub is a popular 

starting and ending point to the trek. 

Call Bury Tourist Information Centre 

on 0161 253 5111 to confirm the tower’s 

open days.

DRINKWATER PARK 

PHOTO: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Bramall Hall

Bramall Hall is a superb example of a Tudor Manor 

House with origins dating back to the Middle Ages. 

The hall is of great national importance, thanks to 

its 16th century wall paintings, striking Elizabethan 

plaster ceiling and Victorian kitchens and servants’ 

quarters, that offer unique insights into the families 

and servants who lived and worked here. 

For a lovely walk that will make you feel like 

a lord or lady of the manor, explore the 70 acres 

of parkland for woodland walks with intriguing 

glimpses of the hall itself and its magical brooks 

and lakes. The Stables Kitchen set in the hall’s parkland, serves fresh food and beverages for a much-

needed pitstop on your way around the grounds. Family friendly with colouring activities, high chairs 

and a large garden surrounding, it’s a great way to rest those little legs before continuing on. 

Adult tickets are £5 to explore the house and grounds and under 16s go free.

PHOTO: MARKETING MANCHESTER 
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Education On “A” High
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Going Vegan
TV Travel
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Business News | Community Events | Beauty | Advice | Interviews 
Arts & Culture | Home | Photos and more...

Delivered FREE to homes & available at pickup points in Manchester SEPT / OCT 2019

WIN

BURY GRILLS

Visiting the Village Hotel Bury’s Pub & Grill always works well, as it’s just off 
Junction 2 of the M66 close to Bury and boasts a huge car park, avoiding one 
of the commonest problems besetting a night out in the Manchester area – 
parking.

Set in the busy hotel, the open plan space has a ready clientele from the 
on-site gym and overnight guests but there’s plenty of room for casual diners. 
Open from 9.30am, it’s a really convenient business lunch venue, offering 
sandwiches, wraps, eggs and lighter meals for upwards of £8. It even has its 
own app for enthusiasts, so it’s possible to book a table and order your food 
from your phone and have everything waiting when you arrive at your table – 
a nice touch for busy people. 

Sport and fitness are the main theme of the establishment, so the huge 
TV above the bar is not surprising. Cleverly the restaurant side of the space 
has clear views of the screen, but on that side the sound is turned off, so as 
not to disturb diners. 

On arrival for an early midweek meal at 7pm, my partner and I were 
surprised at how busy the restaurant was, as there was no sporting event to 
pull in the crowds. Greeted very cheerily by Faith, the evening’s manager, we 
ordered drinks at the table to have some time to talk. The lighting and decor 
were spot on – casual and stylish, warmly lit but not dark. 

Half-a-dozen varieties of burgers, plain and special, are on the menu 
served with salads or chips. For those counting calories there are three 
substantial salads and three lighter club dishes, all under 500 calories. We 
chose to share the garlic flatbreads and humous dip – indeed very nice and 
served in a dinky Kilner jar with red pepper and pesto on top. The bread was 
hot and fresh, but not too garlicky.

The medium-cooked fillet steak arrived exactly as ordered, with the pepper 
sauce on the side and a substantial salad replacing the chips. Apparently the 
pepper sauce has quite a kick to it (so no extra seasoning needed then!) and a 
generous side order of garlic mushrooms made a good accompaniment. 

There’s plenty of choice for non-meat eaters including fish and chips or 
pizza, but we opted for the vegan curry, with chickpeas, sweet potatoes and 
lentils flavoured with cardamom, cumin and peppers. It arrived with an 

exceptional, sharp lime chutney, baby 
poppadoms and a mild raita, which 
was delicious but not needed as the 
curry was full of flavour, but not hot. 
Served with boiled rice and at £13, 
it was a really substantial main and 
had to be worth another try. Chicken 
skewers were being served opposite 
and eaten with relish. In fact, all of 
the food was tasty, well cooked and 
stylishly presented.   

For wine lovers, there is 
opportunity to order from the bar a 
wide selectionof red and white wine from seven different countries – the most 
expensive being a St Emilion for £30 a bottle, whereas a small glass of Italian 
house wine is just £5. There are three well priced sparkling wines and three 
classic champagnes at £45-£65 a bottle. The Pinot Grigio we chose was cold, 
light and very palatable. 

There are sweets, five of them on the menu, traditional from sticky toffee 
pudding to chocolate fudge cake, or vanilla cheesecake and a very tempting 
ice cream dessert, which you could probably just about allow yourself after 
a reasonable workout in the gym. But I hadn’t, so I shouldn’t have, so I 
didn’t...damn.

Village Hotel Bury proves an ever-popular venue for Jewish events with 
its flexible, well-appointed Inspiration Suite accommodating 300 guests with 
endless options for tables, seating, dance floors and stages. The impressive 
hotel and spa facilities make it the perfect venue for an overnight stay, 
conveniently located less than two miles from the city centre. Standard room 
are anything but, and with a small optional upgrade, you can enjoy a full 
Sky HD package on your flat screen TV and use of the state-of-the-art gym 
facilities. 

Whether it’s an intimate dinner for two or a big night out with family or 
friends, next time your tummy rumbles, the Pub & Grill should be top of 
your list to get your fill. 

For more information, visit 
Village-hotels.co.uk/manchester-bury/eat-drink.

PROMOTION

JLife headed down to Village Hotel Club Bury to sample the revamped 
menu from its revitalised Pub & Grill following of a £500,000 makeover. 
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DIGITAL 
E-Shots
Exclusive e-shot created in-house and sent to our database £499.00
E-Shot Banner
Exclusive banner at the base of our magazine e-shot sent to our database £299.00
Social Media 
You can use our Facebook and Twitter feeds for FREE by following/liking each other! 

We also offer support services such as SEO Optimisation, 
Web Design, Blogging, Web Maintenance and much more.

All rates + vat

WEBSITE ADVERTISING
Static Banner on All Pages - 6 months £300.00 
Static Business Square on Home Page - 6 months £200.00 
Rotating Featured Business Square on Home Page - 6 months £100.00 

WEBSITE PRESENCE LINKS FROM OUR HOMEPAGE TO YOUR WEBSITE!

MAIN ISSUE SPONSOR
(includes back page, front page curl up & a 
quarter page teaser) £1500.00

FULL PAGE 
ADVERTORIAL 
£1000.00

Full Page (297 x 210mm)  £850.00
Half Page (130 x 185mm)  £495.00
Half Page (266 x 90mm)  £495.00
Quarter Page (130 x 90mm) £275.00
Classified (45 x 65mm)  £75.00
Classified (45 x 32mm)  £40.00

FREE EDITORIAL
Advertise in 4 issues 
(quarter page minimum) 
to receive a FREE 
editorial feature, the size 
of your largest booked 
advertisement.

M A N C H E S T E R

All rates + vat

We give special rates for repeated purchases, charity organisations & 
agencies:

DISCOUNT RATES

10% OFF  -  Prepay

15% OFF  -  Charity

10% OFF  -  Agency Commission

10% OFF  -  2 Issues

15% OFF  -  4 Issues

20% OFF  -  6 Issues

Artwork should be 
supplied as high-
resolution PDF, 

JPEG or TIFF with 
all fonts outlined 

and 3mm bleed on 
full page ads.!

RATE CARD

GET A FRESH APPROACH TO YOUR MARKETING - CONTACT US.

JLife Ltd. Unit 7, Gemini Business Park, Sheepscar Way, Leeds LS7 3JB
info@nutsforprint.co.uk    www.jlifemagazine.co.uk
T: 0845 052 2911   F: 0113 230 2847
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130 x 185mm
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WINTER HOME STYLE

Blue Velvet

Colour mixing, including combining the latest trend of 

deep emerald greens with other bold shades continues to 

influence designers. No more so than in Jasper Conran’s 

first furniture collection for Debenhams this winter. 

This J by Jasper Conran velvet 'Ellsworth’ armchair 

celebrates the beauty of simple design twinned with 

strokable, rich materials. The blue armchair is designed 

from a textured fabric that is enriched with colour while the 

smooth pointed legs add an element of modern refinement.

1. Run the Joules

It isn’t just big, comfy seating festooned with 

cushions that can create a sense of plush 

splendour, however. Footstools and poufs are 

a great way to add another design element to a 

room and choosing contrasting materials or a 

complimenting hue from the rest of the space can 

really make a feature of a piece of furniture long 

deemed inessential. 

DFS’s first collaboration with British country 

clothing company, Joules, is the highlight of its 

new winter range, and this blue storage footstool 

is available from selected DFS stores. The Joules 

floral ‘Cambridge’ print is hidden under the lid 

for a surprising design feature that is impossible 

to resist. 

£425

Dfs.co.uk

2. Jute Suits

Textures in the home don’t have to cost the 

earth, though. A well-placed jute rug has been a 

favourite of designers for a few years now, thanks 

to its durability and versatility. Whether you want 

to create a cover for a high traffic area such as a 

hallway or a social spot such as a dining space, 

jute rugs match with most decors and remain a 

great investment. 

JLife has chosen a jute border rug from the Ideal 

Home range at Very.com. It is available in three 

different sizes and bordered design colours: grey, 

red and duck egg. 

From £39.99

Very.com 

3. That Touch of Mink

Adding texture will instantly inject notes of 

warmth to any room. Jewish interior designer 

Kelly Hoppen has made the big bucks by staying 

on the cutting edge of trends, and her diamond-

stitched velvet bed runner adds depth and 

contrast to a 2017 bedroom scheme. 

The mink colour and texture subtly enhance 

the other, allowing the eye to clearly see the 

incorporated detail. The sateen border finishes 

the piece and provides another layer of contrast.

£80

Kellyhoppen.com

4. Nomad Rush 

Like a little cotton ball in your home, this three-

legged Nomad stool from London-based luxury 

furniture and accessories boutique, Sweet Pea and 

Willow, make a cute final addition. Made from 

100% wool placed on eucalyptus wood legs, this 

softly upholstered and tactile item is a natural 

mix of materials to create a homely feel. 

£105

Sweetpeaandwillow.com

Stroke-worthy textures and luxurious materials are a must for this year’s winter 

home. Tempt your senses with these irresistibly touchable furnishings. 
Soft

TOUCH 

Lamp: £180

Cushion: £36

Side table: £300

Tealight holder: £20

Vase: £18

Debenhams Rug: £570

Armchair: £850

Debenhams.com

1.

2.

3. 4.

From summer shine to dehydration! A 

LloydsPharmacy expert reveals how 

to look after your skin this summer…

JLife shines some light on summer skin protection…

Sun Kissed 

Solero Sun Allergy Prevention Spray 

Sun allergy can occur when skin 

is hypersensitive to UV radiation. 

LloydsPharmacy’s sun allergy prevention 

spray has a high sun protection (SPF30) 

which creates a barrier on the skin to 

block UV-A and UV-B radiation. The 

spray formula makes it easy to apply and is 

suitable for both adults and children and 

is designed for those with sun allergies to 

help prevent the skin from flaring up when 

exposed to the sun.

£8 (200ml) 

Lloydspharmacy.com

Manuka Doctor Daily Defence 

SPF20

Holland & Barratt’s bestselling honey brand, 

Manuka Doctor has created Daily Defence 

SPF20 multi-tasking skincare product which 

is not only functional but also leaves your 

skin looking healthy and glowing, thanks to 

its floral nectar: a sweet liquid obtained from 

the combretum farinosum flower giving skin 

a comforting softness. Eliminating the need 

for a separate moisturiser, SPF and primer, 

the daily defence lotion protects your skin 

from the sun’s harmful rays. 

£24.99

Hollandandbarratt.com

Epionce Daily Shield Lotion Tinted 

SPF 50

After months of your skin spent hidden 

under layers of clothing, it can be easy to get 

out of the habit of applying sun protection 

– but this really is a step to adhere to all year 

round. Epionce’s Daily Shield Lotion Tinted 

SPF 50 provides broad spectrum protection 

that evens out skin tone while giving a 

natural-looking healthy glowing shade. Perfect 

for all skin types – even sensitive skin – the 

very water-resistant formula is enhanced with 

botanical ingredients for antioxidant benefits. 

£45

Epionce.co.uk

SUMMER BEAUTY

Aside from the usual year-round advice for 

looking after our skin – eat a well-balanced diet, 

keep hydrated, don’t smoke, consume alcohol 

in moderation and sleep enough – summer can 

have its own unique challenges on our skin.

Kate Taylor, a LloydsPharmacy pharmacist, is 

here to give her top tips on how to ensure your 

summer skin is well looked after…

 
Consider your skin type

While sunshine, humidity and warmer 

temperatures are often helpful for people who 

experience eczema, there can be triggers in 

summer such as pollen, sweat, swimming pool 

chemicals, and fragranced beauty and body 

products like sun protection.

If you are prone to sweating and notice 

that it aggravates your skin condition, opt for a 

sun protection that is specifically designed for 

people with eczema, such as Solero Sun Allergy 

Prevention Spray, which is designed for those 

whose skin flares up in the summer months with 

prickly heat.

Use high protection

First and foremost, the importance of sun 

protection against harmful UVA, UVB and 

Infrared A rays cannot be overstated, not only 

to reduce skin ageing from sun damage but also 

to reduce the risk of skin cancers. While certain 

beauty products, such as moisturisers, often 

contain some sun protection, if you are spending 

time outside, you should invest in a quality sun 

cream such as Solero which protects skin against 

UVA, UVB and Infrared A.

 
Use the right moisturiser

You may find that you need to change your 

moisturiser during the summer season, 

depending on the type of skin you have. For 

example, people with oily skin may find that their 

usual moisturiser or make-up feels sticky or heavy 

in summer months. Switching to a lighter version 

will be more comfortable and help to avoid 

looking sweaty or shiny.

For those of us prone to dry skin, pay extra 

attention to how much water you drink, as 

dehydration can leave the skin feeling tight, make 

fine lines more pronounced and leave it looking 

dull.
 

Always use protection, even when it’s 

cloudy
Yes, you need to wear sun protection when it’s 

cloudy. Clouds are suspended water droplets and, 

while it may not feel like you are burning, the 

sun’s harmful UV rays can pass through them, 

depending on the thickness of the clouds.

From oily to dry, from spot-prone to 

eczema-prone, everyone’s skin comes with its 

own particular needs which require specific sun 

protection. 

 
Don’t overly wash your face

For those who find they are still experiencing 

excess shine, don’t be tempted to overly wash 

your face as it will only stimulate more oil 

production. Instead, try keeping some blotting 

papers or a mattifyer handy.

42 
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Table Settings

A makeup station? Or even a desk? You 

decide with this dressing table from furniture 

designers, Vox. With a mirror hidden under the 

table top plus storage space to hold your makeup, 

get yourself ready for the day then just lower the 

top and this handy little table becomes a desk. 

The simple design and clean lines will add a touch 

of Scandinavian style wherever it is placed. The 

inclusion of two drawers is ideal for holding all 

those essentials, so whether using it for work or 

play, this dressing table is sure to be a welcome 

addition.

£525

Cuckooland.com 

Throne Ready

Thanks to beauty brand legends 

Urban Decay, you can match 

your makeup to your Game of 

Thrones character of choice. 

Inspired by all our favourite 

places in Westeros and the strong 

women of the Seven Kingdoms, 

this collection will let you 

create looks inspired by House 

Stark, House Targaryen, House 

Lannister and the White Walkers. 

While not much has been 

announced about the collection 

at the time of going to print, the 

released sneak-peek Instagram 

video hints at a fire and ice 

theme complete with beautiful 

blues and classic coppers.

Urbandecay.co.uk

Hollywood Squares 

Hollywood Mirrors was founded by Elaine 

Wilkinson, a professional makeup artist for 

12 years. Based in Elland, this makeup mirror 

company helps those all too used to doing their 

makeup in the dark using standard lighting.

Flawless makeup starts with having perfect 

lighting so you can see the complexion of the 

skin in great detail. To do this, you need a 

makeup mirror with cool white bulbs as they 

are four times more powerful and brighter than 

standard lighting or natural light. 

Designed with the home in mind and suitable 

for the bedroom or a dressing room, and with 

an added sprinkle of Hollywood glamour, this 

is a movie star mirror that helps you get your 

makeup right every time.  

£199

Hollywoodmirrors.co.uk
Baggage Claim 

Transport your cosmetics in this charming cosmetic 

bag from Sara Miller which boasts a vibrant green 

finish depicting a flock of spring time exotic birds, 

perched on golden branches in Art Deco inspired 

pattern throughout.

£30

Johnlewis.com 

JLife highlights this season’s favourite 

makeup accessories and furniture – 

plus a Game of Thrones exclusive! MAKE IT UP
From the Harte 

Going on a spring getaway? This travel friendly five-piece Cressida 

Harte makeup brush set includes a big powder brush, foundation 

brush, eyeshadow brush, lip brush, angular eyebrow brush, all 

within a soft leatherette zip pouch for organisation, while being big 

enough to fit all your other extra cosmetics in too.

Using super-soft vegan-friendly microfibres, the brushes ensure 

makeup glides on the face perfectly and can be cleanly and 

conveniently stored away for travelling. Launched last spring, 

Cressida Harte offers free UK delivery on all its makeup products.

£22

Cressidaharte.com

SPRING BEAUTY

Jlifemagazine.co.uk
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